SUCCESS STORY:
MEGAN & PETE’S HOUSEHOLD
MySherri™ believes that the home should be a place where you go to recharge. That’s why we
employ and deploy an excellent in-home workforce for the busy, ambitious professional and
families who need help getting more time back in their lives.

Visits
per week:

1

Home
Coordinator:

Hours saved
per week:

7

Tiffany

CHALLENGES/PAIN POINTS
When Megan and Pete came to MySherri™, they didn’t have time to spend with each other and their
kids because they had to make meals and clean up every evening. Things weren’t getting done, and
they wanted to get some help to alleviate the stress and time. Some of their challenges included:

Spending time on cooking and other chores instead of spending time with kids
Cleaning up toys every evening

Undone laundry and linen changes

Cleaning up a messy kitchen every night

Not being able to maintain
organization systems

SOLUTIONS & TASK LIST
To help give back time to Megan and Pete, MySherri™
created a weekly task list for their household that included:

Meal prep
Running errands
Maintaining home organization
Bonus: Once a month, our Home
Coordinator will make an entire month’s worth of
smoothies for the adults to have a healthy lunch!
We also took care of all of the holiday present
wrapping during the holiday season as well as made
their pantry more functional.

SUCCESS STORY:
RESULTS
Results

MySherri™ has been life changing for Megan and Pete. It’s become a necessity, not a
luxury. And they’ve referred clients!

“

Megan had to buy a new car, and Pete said they’d need to cut expenses somewhere.
Megan told Pete she’d cut anything except for MySherri.

For the first time in a long time, I was able to relax with my husband having a
glass of wine after work, and had game night with the kids because dinner was
done. It brought tears to my eyes knowing I didn’t have an entire weekend’s
worth of chores waiting on me.

We’re on a mission to redefine the home as a destination, not a chore.
Let us help you get time back in your week so you can enjoy the people
and projects that matter most to you. Contact us today to learn more!

mysherri.com | hello@mysherri.com

